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Abstract

A new fuel thermal conductivity (ftc) correlation for UO2 and (U,Gd)O2 is presented, which is based on
the relaxation-time theory [1] of Klemens. The correlation is chosen because of its validity in a wide range of
defect concentrations as for instance encountered in fuel with a wide range of burnup and gadolinia additions, as

has been shown by Ishimoto [2]. The phonon term of the new correlation has the form — .aj-ctanfx) > where x is a
x

measure of the defect concentration introduced by burnup and gadolinia additions. For low defect concentrations,
this term is identical with the classical form for the phonon term 1 At high defect concentrations,

(A + B.T)
however, when phonon-point defect scattering starts dominating over phonon-phonon scattering, the new
correlation deviates from the classical formulation and has a distinctly weaker dependence on temperature and
defect concentration than the classical form. The new arctan correlation in combination with an appropriate
electronic ftc term is fitted to the Halden data base of fuel centre-line temperature measurements (represented by
the "Halden ftc correlation recommendation"). Agreement is very good up to a burnup of about 60 MWd/kgU;
beyond, the arctan form has a saturating burnup degradation. The new arctan correlation in combination with an
appropriate electronic ftc term is also shown to describe very well our latest ftc measurements [3] on unirradiated
gadolinia fuel up to 9% gadolinia content. Application to Halden measurements up to very high burnup is
successful, when combined with the so-called "rim-effect", which counteracts the saturation tendency of the new
correlation at high burnup. Latest laser thermal diffusivity measurements on irradiated gadolinia fuel in the frame
of the NFIR program, although not yet open for literature and not discussed in the paper, indicate very good
agreement with the new arctan correlation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The fuel thermal conductivity (ftc) of the nuclear fuel UO2 is affected during irradiation due

to dissolving and precipitation of fission products in the fuel matrix, but also due to microstructural
changes such as an O/M ratio change, bubble formation and irradiation damage accumulation; doping
of UO fuel with gadolinia has a similar effect as fission products accumulated with burnup.

Many studies in the low and medium burnup range up to now have shown, that the decrease in
thermal conductivity of UO2 fuel is proportional to the defect concentration introduced by irradiation

and doping of the fuel and that the phonon term of the ftc is well described by the classical form

-/ r- , where the terms A ^ and A(jOpe describe the influence of the defects

introduced by irradiation and doping; the term B describes the phonon-phonon interaction
(Umklappprozess).

However, at very high burnups and/or gadolinia additions, it has been shown [2] that there is a
change in the physical processes causing ftc degradation from mainly phonon-phonon scattering to
mainly phonon-point defect scattering, which is accompanied by a reduction in ftc degradation
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dependence on temperature and defect concentration. In this region, the above classical form of the
phonon term seems no longer valid.

Based on literature and own measurements, it is shown below that a correlation based on the
1

relaxation-time theory [1] of Klemens, which has a phonon term of the form —••arctan(x) where x is

a measure of the defect concentration introduced by burnup and doping (e.g. gadolinia additions),
describes ftc degradation at large defect concentrations very well. Moreover, it is appropriate for the
whole range of defect concentrations from low to high values, because it contains the classical form
as a limit.

2. PROPERTIES OF THE ARCTAN FORM OF THE FTC PHONON TERM IN
DIFFERENT REGIONS OF DEFECT CONCENTRATIONS

Ishimoto [2] modified the Klemens ftc theory for arbitrary defect concentrations and provides
a phonon contribution A?h to ftc, which is expressed by the following equations:

2

/lph = —- • arctan(x) x = D • VT • yJA^
X

Whereas in the Klemens theory, D is a constant, it is slightly temperature dependent at

Ishimoto. Ao = is the thermal conductivity for a defect free sample at Klemens (phonon
B- T

contribution), whereas Xo = j - — >. is the ftc for fresh, undoped UO at Ishimoto. For both
\A + B • Tj

Klemens and Ishimoto, T is the scattering cross section parameter for all the point defects. For
different contributions to scattering we have:

v > w i t h xi = D i
The index i stands for the different contributions to scattering as e.g. fission products,

dopants, stoichiometry deviations, irradiation defects, etc.

2.1. Fresh UO2, x=0

arctan(x) 1
The term is equal to unity, giving An - A0 = ————— , the ftc phonon term

X -A. "i -t> * 1

for as fabricated, undoped UO r

2.2. Medium burnup UO and/or doping, x<l

x2 1
The term Error! can be expanded to 1 - — , yielding Aph = —y" , which

A + B-T + T- —

is exactly the classical form commonly used to describe the burnup influence on ftc, when G is
identified as burnup (see also classical form of phonon term at low to medium defect concentration
shown in the introduction). The linear temperature dependence in the denominator is still the same as
for fresh UO7; also the dependence on G is linear.
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A value for the burnup proportionality factor often found in litearature (e.g. [4]) is 0.003
(mK)/W/(MWd/kgU). The condition x < 1 then leads to a surprisingly low burnup < 15 MWd/kgU in
the temperature range of interest, to which the classical form of the phonon term should be restricted;
above, the arctan formulation appears to be more appropriate.

As mentioned, the burnup proportionality factor Error! has a slight temperature dependence
in Ishimoto's formulation (see also description below). This is in agreement with a slight temperature
dependence found in the Halden measurements [4].

2.3. High burnup UO and/or doping, x » l

The term arctan(x) approaches p/2, giving:
_ Ao • n n 1 1

2-x 2 VA + B-T D - V f
In contrast to the region of low to medium defect concentrations x < 1, the temperature

dependence and the dependence on G in the denominator are now no longer linear for x » l , instead, a
square root dependence is observed. For high burnup and gadolinia content, this results in saturation-
like effects.

3. CONFIRMATION OF ARCTAN FROM ISHIMOTO

Figures 1 and 2a and b, which are selected to demonstrate the applicability of the arctan
formulation of the ftc phonon term in a wide range of defect concentrations, are taken from Ishimotos
paper. The measurements performed were laser flash determinations of ftc on pure UO7 and 6%

gadolinia fuel with simulated burnup (SIM fiiel) of 30, 60 and 90 MWd/kgU.

The relevance of the SIM fuel laboratory measurements for the selection of an appropriate ftc
correlation is high, because the samples are unirradiated and can be precisely characterized and easily
measured. An adequate representation of the real burnup effect of the fission products on ftc by SIM
fuel methods has been proven earlier [5].
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FIG. 1. Logarithmic plot of phonon contribution to normalized thermal conductivities in UO2

with simulated burnup vs. temperature (from [2]).
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Figure 1 shows that already at a simulated burnup of 30 MWd/kgU, the temperature
dependence of the ftc phonon term (denominator) becomes markedly weaker than linear ( slope < 1).
This is in agreement with the above statement that at burnups above about 15 MWd/kgU (real
burnup!) already, the classical form with the linear temperature dependence in the denominator
becomes inappropriate.

At a simulated burnup of 90 MWd/kgU, the slope of the data in Fig. 1 approaches 0.5,
confirming the square root temperature dependence found in the high defect concentration
approximation of the arctan formulation above.

Because SIM fuel only covers the effect of real burnup on ftc concerning the fission products,
a transition of the ftc correlation from the classical form with a linear temperature and burnup
dependence in the phonon term denominator to the high defect concentration approximation of the
arctan formulation with square root dependencies should occur already well below 90 MWd/kgU.

Comparison of Figs 2a and b shows the different effect of simulated burnup on the ftc of pure
UO and 6% gadolinia fuel. Clearly, the effect on ftc of the gadolinia fuel is much smaller, especially

in the low to medium temperature range. This is interpreted as the "saturation effect" due to the
transition from a linear to a square root dependence on burnup (G) described above.
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FIG. 2a and FIG. 2b. Thermal conductivities of UO and UOJ6%Gdf) with simulated burnup up

to 90 MWd/kgU (normalized to 95% TD, from [2]).

The curves drawn are arctan forms of the ftc phonon term (supplemented by a common,
burnup independent electronic term), fitting well through the data points.

3.1. Fitting of the arctan form to measurements on rods irradiated in Halden and to
unirradiated UO2/Gd2O3 fuel

X
The full expression for the ftc: X = — • arctan(x) + >4electronic is fitted to the data. Here Xo and

X

êlectronic a r e t n e ^ c phonon term for as fabricated UO7 and the electronic term used at Siemens,
respectively and x is a superposition of a burnup term and a gadolinia term:

x2 = xl + x2
Gd with x2

btl = Dl, -burnup • Xo and • Gd% • Xo
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Just like Ishimoto, we assume D to have a moderate temperature dependence of the form

exp(-constT) with the constant in the exponent of the order of 10~4 K' l .

3.1.1. Measurements in Hctlden

In [4], a large data base of in-pile fuel centre-line temperature measurements in Halden and
laser flash measurements of thermal diffusivity on irradiated fuel samples is discussed. There, also a
formula is recommended which can be regarded as a consensus description of this data base. This
Halden recommendation formula was taken as a fitting basis for the new correlation (determining
Db u) . The fitting range with respect to burnup is limited to a burnup of about 60 MWd/kgU because
of the saturation behavior of the new correlation.

Fit of New Correlation (Curves) to Halden Data
(Points)
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FIG. 3. Arctan correlation fitted to the Halden recommendation formula
(Wiesenack [4],ftc at 95% TD).

In Fig. 3 the Halden recommendation (points) and the fitted new correlation (curves) are
compared. The Halden recommendation is used only in the temperature range covered in the
experiments (up to about 1600°C). Agreement between the new model and the Halden
recommendation is very good up to 40 MWd/kgU. At 60 MWd/kgU, the saturation tendency of the
new model becomes apparent at low fuel temperature.

3.1.2. Unirradiated UOJGdpjuel with up to 9 w%

The new Siemens laboratory laser flash measurements [3] were taken to determine the
Gadolinia fitting parameter DGd for the new correlation. It is shown in Fig. 4 that the new correlation
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describes the measurements very well. Slight deviations occur for 9% Gd2O3, where the

measurements (triangles) display a somewhat less pronounced temperature decrease.

Especially, the trend of vanishing Gd influence on ftc at high temperatures above about 1900
K and consequently approaching ftc values for pure UO and UO /Gd.,0 independent of gadolinia

content, is excellently described by the new correlation. Attempts to fit this trend with the old,
classical correlation failed; it led to overlapping of the ftc for fresh UO2 and gadolinia fuel in the high

temperature range. The gadolinia data thus also show, that the arctan form is more appropriate than
the classical form.
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FIG. 4. Arctan correlation fitted to the latest Siemens fuel thermal conductivity measurements (laser
flash method) on unirradiated UOJGdpjuel (at 95% TD, [3]).

By setting D^u • burnup • Ao = D2
Gd • Gd% • Ao , the effect of the Gd dopant on ftc can be

compared to the burnup effect. The result in the temperature range of interest is that lw/o Gd2O3

addition corresponds to 4 MWd/kgU.

3.1.3. Saturation of ftc degradation at high burnup and Gd7O content

In Fig. 5 the relative ftc as a function of burnup is compared for the classical form
1

(points) and the new arctan correlation (curve) at 7w/o Gd O .
+ A i r T +A d o p e +B-T
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For Aj^ = 0.0027 • BU (a value used in our fuel rod design code) the degradation of the

classical form is much steeper than the arctan function; a reduced burnup dependence in the classical
form of Ajrj- 110.0014 • BU comes closer. At very high burnup well above 100 MWd/kgU, however,

which becomes relevant in the rim region of the fuel pellet with high burnup, the saturation trend of
the arctan form is progressively stronger than in the classical form.

3.2. Application of the arctan form to Halden measurements up to very high burnup

In the Halden Ultra High Burnup (UHB) rig IFA-562, fuel centre-line temperatures are
measured up to burnups above 80 MWd/kgU. At such high burnups, the pellet rim effect is known to
have a strong influence on fuel temperature (increase).

New (Curve) Versus Classical Correlation (Points)
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FIG. 5. Relative fuel thermal conductivity degradation for high burnup. Const x 0.0027 is the additive
burnup term in the classical phonon term.

The UHB data are central to the Halden recommended ftc correlation described by Wiesenack
in [4], which fits the UHB data very well and thus can be used as a representation of the UHB data.

Comparing the UHB "data" (Wiesenacks correlation) with the classical form and the arctan
form, taking the pellet rim effect into account, yields very good agreement for the arctan form and a
fuel centre-line overprediction of nearly 100 K for the classical form at 80 MWd/kgU, as shown in
Fig. 6. The overprediction of the classical form at burnups above about 50 MWd/kgU is due to the rim
effect; in the arctan form, the rim effect is balanced by the saturation in this burnup region.
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FIG. 6. Pellet centre-line temperature vs. burnup at 250 W/cm calculated with different fuel
conductivity correlations with degradation offtc in the rim region (simplified calculation with
flat power profile).
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